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Painter Alfred Krupa (1915-1989)\(^1\) was the very first man who invented the modern wheeled suitcase\(^2\) in the early 1950's

Author: Alfred Freddy Krupa prof. MFA

February, 2020

According to the UNTWO (World Tourism Organization) 1.2 billion people made an international trip in 2015, and it is predicted that it will rise to 1.8 billion world travelers in 2025. Suitcase with wheels is known to all those who traveled but the real inventor of it is not known to everyone. Many journalists reported that in 1970, Bernard Sadow\(^3\), then the owner of the American company U.S. Luggage (now part of the Briggs & Riley TRAVELWARE) invented in 1970 and patented in 1972 first suitcase with wheels and so changed the world of travel. There are records of some earlier efforts to solve the wheeled luggage problem, but it all remained still impractical, archaic and vague.\(^4\) It is true is that Bernard Sadow was the one who patented with success suitcase with wheels but not the first man who invented it and use it in daily travelling. The fact of the history is that the painter Alfred Krupa was the very first man who invented and used the modern suitcase with wheels, as we know and use it today, sometime before or in 1954 (in period 1950-1954). And that is only one among his popular creations from early 1950’s.

Who was Alfred Krupa?

Alfred Krupa (Alfred Joseph Kruppa\(^7\)) was born in Mikolow, Poland in the Polish family of German and Jewish origin on 22nd July 1915 (died in Karlovac, Croatia, Yugoslavia on 16th October 1989). Alfred lost parents in early age. He and his brothers were raised by their mother's mom Therese during the difficult times of the young Polish Republic. After the grammar school he went to Krakow. He studied painting at the Academy of Fine Arts in Krakow until 1937 (a former pupil of famous Polish painter Józef Mehoffer). In an incredible carousel of events, like in a movie, in 1943 he reached Yugoslavia, where he crossed over to the partisans to eventually become one of the 13 core artists of the Art of

\(^1\) https://www.getty.edu/vow/ULANFullDisplay?find=Krupa+Alfred&role=&nation=&prev_page=1&subjectid=500355816

\(^2\) This term means a modern, practical, easily usable wheeled suitcase (inc. a pulling strap or handle) as we know and use it today. This does not include earlier obscure and archaic variants that are sporadically mentioned in the sources.

\(^3\) https://www.nytimes.com/2010/10/05/business/05road.html

\(^4\) The Lyceum Magazine, Volume 23, 1913

\(^5\) http://www.winnetkahistory.org/gazette/before-her-time-anita-willets-burnhams-rolling-suitcase/

\(^6\) https://www.retrowow.co.uk/retro_collectibles/luggage/suitcases_with_wheels.php

\(^7\) https://actacroatia.com/en/memory/Alfred_Krupa/
Croatian Antifasc Movement (he exhibited at the historic first Partisan exhibition held in Topusko in 1944 on the free territory of Yugoslavia) and founder of the Watercolor Biennale of Yugoslavia (BAJ, 1979). Alfred Krupa was among the partisans securing Randolph Churchill (son of British Prime Minister Winston Churchill) during a mission to Croatia in September 1944 ordered by Mayor-General Sir Fitzroy Hew Royle Maclean. Also he saved the US soldiers from the 449th Bomb Group when they were forced to land in Croatia, and one of those soldiers John R. Szabinski has become a long year friend of the family. His sister Hildegard Marie was burned alive in the furnace of the KC Auschwitz - Birkenau on 1st February 1944. He himself is also officially registered victim of the Nazi regime by ITS Bad Arolsen.

The artist and sporstmen Alfred Krupa from his youth in Poland always loved all technical. Including watches. As the factoid notion his collection once included from the Soviet made cheap exotic watches up to the Swiss made Doxa and Omega. The later one, legendary Omega Seamaster Compressor (1970) is still part of the Krupa family heritage.

---

8 https://aktivirajkarlovac.net/2015/10/freddy-krupa-moj-djed-alfred-je-podcijenjen/
12 “Old Karlovac - streets, houses and people" by Radovan Radovinović, published in 2010.
13 https://www.instagram.com/p/B8TfCYWpHb3/
2 - Alfred Krupa in front of his home with the original suitcase on wheels in early 1950’s (1954).

The original black and white photo has been colored (MyHeritage tool). (Source: KaFotka public photo archive)
The same photo shows that his invention includes the wheels and the adjustable leather stripes for easier handling of a suitcase

**Inventions of Alfred Krupa in the context of his time**

The public record photo from 1954 (published on 11th January 2014 at the popular Croatian online photo archive Kafotka[^14][^15]) taken in front of the family Krupa home (The Max Heinrich Palace) in the Domobranska 8 Street (then JNA 8) presents definitive proof of claim that Alfred Krupa was the very first man who invented and used a modern suitcase with wheels (as we know and use it today) sometime before or in 1954 (in period 1950-1954) which is more than a decade and a half ago (or two) before Bernard Sadow.

It should be noted that he did not hide his work, as matter in fact his inventions was known, used and presented in Yugoslavia.[^16] It is not anything new, many older people still remembers

[^14]: https://www.kafotka.net/4297
[^15]: https://www.kafotka.net/oznake/alfred-krupa
how he walked on the Korana river. In 1957 he exhibited his **glass bottom boat for sightseeing**\(^7\) (another mega popular thing today) and his other inventions on "Sajam tehnike i tehničkih mogućnosti u Beogradu" (Fair of Techniques and Technical Opportunities in Belgrade, report about it in Sunday edition of the „Borba“ on 25th August 1957). Documentation shows his attempts to patents his inventions first the authorities in Belgrade, and then through the British Embassy but at the time they didn't want to against or aside authorities in Belgrade. \(^8\)

4 "Vjesnik" (Sunday edition, 2nd September 1979) "Painter-partisan on the bank of Kupa river"

---

\(^7\) [http://hbl.lzmk.hr/clanak.aspx?id=10684](http://hbl.lzmk.hr/clanak.aspx?id=10684)

\(^8\) [https://actacroatica.com/en/memory/Alfred_Krupa/](https://actacroatica.com/en/memory/Alfred_Krupa/)
"Vjesnik" one of the largest daily newspapers in Yugoslavia, reported about the fact that Krupa was the very first man who painted under the sea classical painting oil on paper. It was in the summer 1950 in Vrbnik at the Krk island. He hand-made a dive mask from truck tires and glass, a tube for breathing under water and he tied himself and a painting stand to the bottom. Unfortunately those works exhibited in Zagreb in 1951 are lost at present. Criticism buried him for being too bizarre.  

Some other inventions include a complex system for preventing the sinking of ships, water walking skis (in 1951, his variant of the Leonardo da Vinci idea), lightweight folding impregnated canvas catamaran, portable hanger ie body support (for example, in the

5 Skis for walking on water (26th August 1951) at Korana river. Colored black and white photo with the MyHeritage tool . (Source: the Krupa family archive)
trains of that time / early 1950s), boxing gloves inflated with compressed air (he was also a boxer) and many other.

Water walking skis today has been patented by others and produced in a number of variants in various productions. Similar situation as with the glass bottom boat for sightseeing.

A complex system for preventing the sinking of ships has been seriously discussed at one point at the Naval Institute in Zagreb (Brodarski Institut est.1948) but nothing was realized from their part.

6 Lightweight folding catamaran made of the impregnated canvas. Filmed in the early 1950s. (Source: the Krupa family archive)
Alfred Krupa recorded in the train at the Central Station in Karlovac with his portable hanger ie body support Early 1950s, there was objective everyday need for such small practical inventions. *(Source: the Krupa family archive)*

**Historical credit and the legacy**

Krupas ideas at the time has not been met with understanding at the official Yugoslavian authorities (unlike his work as an artist and sportsmen) and eventually lacking support and encouragement, feeling defeated, he dropped any idea to force patent registration anymore. But he continued to flourish as an artist and humanist until his death in 1989.

He was decorated with a number of awards and decorations including the Medal for Bravery (for extraordinary courage showed in combat given by Marshall Tito), Order of Republic with
Silver Collar, Karlovac City Award, Plaque of ZAVNOH (highest social distinction in Republic of Croatia in period 1982-1990) etc.20

As sort of post mortem recognition Croatian journalist called him "Leonardo of the 20th century".21

Destiny prevented Alfred Krupa to become very rich man, but now (at least) we can give him the long time ago deserved historical credit.

At the end it is interesting to note that his son Mladen Krupa M.Sc. (1949 -) continued family tradition and invented the metal bunker Kruppa-M91 in 1991. One example (inv.no. GMK-IKMP-13074) from the real battle today is restaurated and exhibited at The Homeland War Museum in Karlovac.2223 He also worked on further development of his fathers complex system for preventing the sinking of ships.

That and some other inventions asks for additional study and presentation.

20 https://likumzg.wordpress.com/2015/05/31/ususret-100-godisnjici-rodenja-slikara-alfreda-krupe/

21 Karlovački tjednik, 16th October 2004 „Noble in life, aristocrat in painting“

22 https://hr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kruppa-M91